
 

Allan McKay - Production FX - Volume 1 HOT!

its a useful and educational dvd which can be viewed as a course in itself. you learn by watching.
allan devotes several chapters to the explanation of his render settings. you can watch someone else
rendering or generate a virtual set and use it as a benchmark. the dvd is a valuable tool if you have
some editing software and want to learn the basics of renders and post effects before investing time

and money. a few years ago, i started working with allen, a great 3d artist from australia. i
approached him to help me with creating fx for a short film. it was his first movie experience, so

when we sat together to work, we had a lot of fun and learned a lot from each other. after that, allen
asked me if we could develop a tutorial together. my answer was yes! we started together, and after

a few months, we have released our first volume of the series. its titled, "productio fx volume 1:
creature fx." today, i am very excited to present "creature fx volume 1." its a training tutorial on how

to create fx for your digital creatures. from human characters to monster effects, allen guides you
through from the start of the project to the end. the tutorial consists of six production fx projects that

might be used as a reference. if you are not familiar with allen, he is a very talented artist from
australia. he is also my friend. for this dvd, we are going to take you on a journey. i have set you up
at the beginning of the project and i will guide you to the end. at the beginning, youre going to learn

what software you need and how to use it. you are also going to learn how to create your own
renders from scratch. in chapter 2, i will explain how to do that. you are also going to see how to do
post effects, a very important part of your work. from there, it is time to develop an fx pipeline. allen

will teach you how to do that in chapter 4.
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